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This mini-review summarizes the comparative effects of different sources of 
dietary nitrate (NO3

−), beetroot juice (BRJ) and nitrate salts (NIT), on physiological 
function and exercise capacity. Our objectives were to determine whether BRJ 
is superior to NIT in enhancing exercise-related outcomes, and to explore the 
potential contribution of other putatively beneficial compounds in BRJ beyond 
NO3

−. We conducted a comparative analysis of recent studies focused on the 
impact of BRJ versus NIT on submaximal oxygen consumption (VO2), endurance 
performance, adaptations to training, and recovery from muscle-damaging 
exercise. While both NO3

− sources provide benefits, there is some evidence 
that BRJ may offer additional advantages, specifically in reducing VO2 during 
high-intensity exercise, magnifying performance improvements with training, 
and improving recovery post-exercise. These reported differences could 
be due to the hypothesized antioxidant and/or anti-inflammatory properties of 
BRJ resulting from the rich spectrum of phytonutrients it contains. However, 
significant limitations to published studies directly comparing BRJ and NIT make 
it quite challenging to draw any firm conclusions. We provide recommendations 
to help guide further research into the important question of whether there is 
more to the story of BRJ than just NO3

−.
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Introduction

Initial recognition of the biological activity of dietary nitrate (NO3
−) dates back to at least 

ancient China, where saltpeter, i.e., KNO₃, was used to treat cardiac dysfunction (1). It was not 
until 2007, however, that Larsen et al. (2) reported that NO3

− supplementation lowered the 
oxygen (O2) cost of submaximal exercise. Since this initial report, an extensive number of 
studies have examined the effects of dietary NO₃− in conjunction with exercise in both healthy 
individuals and clinical populations, including but, not limited to, its impact on vascular 
function (3), muscle contractility (4), exercise economy and performance (5–7), muscle 
damage and pain (8), and adaptations to training (9).

Dietary NO3
− influences various physiological responses largely if not entirely by 

increasing nitric oxide (NO) production in the body. This occurs via an enterosalivary pathway 
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in which NO3
− is first reduced to nitrite (NO2

−) by bacteria in the oral 
cavity that is then further reduced to NO after absorption from the 
gastrointestinal tract: NO3

− → NO2
− → NO (10). NO3

− may also 
be reduced to NO2

− in the circulation or in the tissues themselves, via 
the action of, e.g., deoxyhemoglobin or xanthine oxidoreductase. 
Although this non-canonical pathway is normally responsible for only 
a small fraction of total NO synthesis (11), acute ingestion of large 
amounts of NO3

−, i.e., 2-20x normal daily intake of ~1.5 mmol/d (12, 
13), can significantly increase plasma and tissue NO3

− and NO2
− levels 

and hence NO production. NO is most well-known as a potent 
vasodilator causing blood pressure lowering effects, but in fact plays 
numerous other roles in physiological regulation.

NO3
− is readily available in a variety of food sources, but is mostly 

found in leafy green vegetables (12, 13). Beets are also high in NO3
−, 

and in fact beetroot juice (BRJ) was first used to deliberately 
manipulate bodily NO3

− levels in 1984 (14). Thus, unlike the initial 
publication of Larsen et al. (2), who used a NO3

− salt (NIT), the vast 
majority of studies of the effects of dietary NO₃− in the context of 
exercise have relied on BRJ as the source (15). This trend was 
magnified by the commercial production of BRJ in the form of 
concentrated “shots” and especially the subsequent development and 
validation of a NO3

−-free BRJ placebo (16). Availability of this placebo 
greatly facilitated research in this area by permitting true double-
blind experiments.

Although it is often assumed that at the same dose of NO3
− the 

effects of NIT and BRJ are equivalent, the results of a handful of 
studies tentatively suggest that BRJ might offer greater benefits during 
(or after) exercise than NIT (5–9). The reason for this is unclear, but 
it has been routinely hypothesized that other components of BRJ, e.g., 
polyphenols, may contribute to its effects. In other words, it is possible 
that the “vehicle” used to deliver NO3

− may matter. If so, such other 
biologically-active compounds would have to be acting in conjunction 
with, rather than independently from, NO3

−, because NO3
−-free BRJ 

has been found to have no effect on O2 uptake, muscle metabolism, or 
performance during exercise (17) (see Table 1).

Herein we review the limited number of exercise-related studies 
that have directly compared the effects of NIT vs. BRJ. By doing so 
we hope to stimulate additional research to address the intriguing, but 
still unanswered, question of whether BRJ has greater effects than NIT 
on physiological responses and/or performance during exercise.

Studies of BRJ versus NIT with 
exercise

In 2016, Flueck et al. (5) were the first to report that BRJ may 
be superior to NIT during exercise. These authors examined the effects 
of acute 3, 6, or 12 mmol doses of NO3

− as BRJ or NIT on O2 uptake 
(VO2) during moderate and high intensity exercise. Plain water was 
used as a comparator. No significant differences were observed during 
moderate intensity exercise. During high intensity exercise, however, 
submaximal VO2 was significantly reduced at the intermediate dose 
when the NO3

− was provided via BRJ but not as NIT. This led the 
authors to conclude that BRJ may be  more effective than NIT 
enhancing the economy of exercise, possibly by improving 
mitochondrial efficiency as originally proposed by Larsen et al. (18).

In contrast to the above, in a subsequent study Flueck et al. (6) 
found no significant effect of 6 mmol of NO3

− given acutely as either 

BRJ or NIT vs. plain water on VO2, power output, or time-to-
completion of a simulated 10 km arm cycling time trial (TT) 
performed by paracyclists and able-bodied individuals. The ratio of 
power output to VO2 was, however, significantly higher in the able-
bodied participants at several points during the TT following BRJ but 
not NIT, consistent with a greater improvement in cycling economy/
efficiency with BRJ.

More recently, Behrens et  al. (7) have also provided evidence 
indicating a possible difference between BRJ and NIT during exercise. 
These authors compared the acute effects of 6.4 mmol of NO3

− from 
the two sources vs. NO3

−-free BRJ or nothing (as a control) in obese 
individuals. Although BRJ significantly reduced VO2 and delayed 
time-to-fatigue during high intensity exercise, NIT did not. 
Furthermore, there was a weak but significant inverse correlation 
between the changes in VO2 and changes in plasma NO2

− 
concentration, which was significantly higher after BRJ vs. NIT.

Based on the above results, it has been suggested that BRJ might 
be more effective than NIT in reducing the O2 cost of intense, but 
submaximal, exercise, thereby enhancing performance (5–7). It is 
unclear, however, why this might be true only at an intermediate dose 
of NO3

− and not at lower or higher doses (5). Furthermore, the use of 
plain water as a “placebo” is an obvious limitation of the studies by 
Flueck et  al. (5, 6). Behrens et  al. (7) improved on this aspect of 
experimental design via use of NO3

−-free as well as NO3
−-containing 

BRJ, but as pointed out by these authors it was not possible to 
completely blind participants to differences between BRJ and NIT.

Perhaps more importantly, although all three of these studies 
ostensibly provided equimolar doses of NO3

− from both BRJ and NIT, 
in each case plasma NO3

− (and hence NO2
−) concentrations were 

higher following BRJ vs. NIT, sometimes by as much as 50%–100%. 
Behrens et al. (7) speculated that this was due to greater absorption of 
NO3

− of BRJ vs. NIT, due to the presence of other components in BRJ, 
e.g., polyphenols. However, although differences in gastric emptying 
of different food sources of NO3

− may contribute to a differing initial 
time course (19), Jonvik et  al. (20) found that plasma NO3

− (and 
NO2

−) levels were essentially identical 2–4 h after ingestion of 
12.9 mmol of NO3

− provided via BRJ or NIT, i.e., over the time frame 
during which outcome measures such as VO2 are normally obtained. 
This is consistent with the fact that the absorption of NO3

− from either 
BRJ or NIT is essentially 100% (21, 22). The differences in plasma 
NO3

− levels reported by Flueck et al. (5, 6) and especially Behrens et al. 
(7) are therefore surprising and suggest the differences in VO2 they 
observed may have simply been the result of an inadvertent difference 
in the dose of NO3

− provided. In particular, Behrens et al. (7) did not 
measure the actual NO3

− concentration of the BRJ supplement 
provided, even though it is known to vary significantly (23). Regardless 
of the reason, however, interpretation of these three studies (5–7) is 
clouded by these differences in NO3

− bioavailability.
In a different context, Clifford et al. (8) determined the effects of 

dietary NO₃− supplementation from BRJ or NIT on recovery from 
eccentric exercise, i.e., repeated drop jumps. This study was performed 
as a follow-up to previous investigations in which they had found BRJ 
to attenuate the side effects of muscle-damaging damaging exercise 
(24–26). Unlike in these previous studies, however, neither BRJ nor 
NIT mitigated the reduction in countermovement jump performance 
measured over 3 d following exercise induced-muscle damage. BRJ 
was, though, more beneficial in reducing muscle soreness than NIT 
or the placebo drink, both of which were matched to the BRJ for 
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energy content via addition of maltodextrin and protein powder. This 
was true even though total NO3

−/NO2
− concentrations did not differ 

between treatments. Clifford et al. (8) postulated that this may have 
been due to the antioxidant and anti-inflammatory properties of BRJ, 
even though no significant differences in various plasma markers of 
inflammation/muscle damage, i.e., CK, IL-6, IL-8, or TNF-α, 
were observed.

Finally, building on previous studies (27–29). Thompson et al. (9) 
have investigated whether BRJ or NIT might better modulate the 
physiological and performance adaptations to 4 wk. of sprint interval 
training (SIT) (8). Specifically, these authors hypothesized that NO3

− 
supplementation would help activate important signaling molecules 
such as PGC1α and AMPK, thus enhancing adaptations to training, 
but that this beneficial effect might be smaller with BRJ vs. NIT, due 
to the antioxidant properties of the former. Contrary to this 
hypothesis, SIT+BRJ actually resulted in greater increases in time-to-
fatigue and VO2peak than SIT+NIT or SIT alone. SIT+BRJ also reduced 
muscle lactate concentrations during high intensity exercise more 
than SIT+NIT. Finally, SIT+BRJ (and SIT alone) resulted in a greater 
increase in type IIa fiber percentage compared to SIT+ NIT. Thompson 
et al. (9) theorized that these larger improvements with SIT+BRJ may 
have been due to greater NO bioavailability, since plasma NO2

− 
declined to a greater extent during intense exercise in this trial, 

inferring enhanced reduction of NO2
− to NO. As hypothesized by 

Thompson et al. (9), this could have eased physiological strain during 
training, allowing the participants to train more intensely, thereby 
resulting in greater training-induced improvements. Submaximal VO2 
was reduced equivalently in both SIT+BRJ and SIT+NIT groups, 
however, and there were no differences in muscle ATP or PCr 
concentrations during exercise or PCr recovery following exercise to 
support this hypothesis. Thus, although SIT+BRJ resulted in greater 
increases in exercise capacity compared to SIT+NIT or SIT alone, the 
mechanism responsible is unclear. An important limitations of this 
study is the cross-sectional nature of the design, which with only 10 
participants/group means that the results could have readily been 
skewed by just one or two high or low “responders” to training. 
Furthermore, to simulate the likely practice of athletes, BRJ and NIT 
were administered on test days as well as during training, such that it 
is not possible to isolate any acute vs. chronic effects.

Discussion

As detailed above, a handful of studies have tentatively suggested 
that BRJ may be  more effective than NIT in enhancing various 
exercise-related outcomes. Assuming that such results are not simply 

TABLE 1 Exercise studies comparing the effects of beetroot juice (BRJ) vs. a nitrate salt.

Reference Participants Treatments/
Treatment groups

Form of 
testing/
Exercise

Key results Important 
limitation (s)

Flueck et al. (5)
Endurance trained men 

(n = 12)
BRJ w/ NO3

− NaNO3 Water

Moderate and intense 

cycling for 5 and 

8 min, respectively

6 mmol of NO3- from 

BRJ significantly 

reduced VO2 during 

intense exercise, but 

6 mmol of NaNO3 did 

not. No changes during 

moderate exercise or 

with 3 or 12 mmol of 

NO3
− from either BRJ 

or NIT.

Inadequate blinding

Flueck et al. (6)

Upper body trained men 

(n = 14)

National team paracyclists 

(n = 12)

BRJ w/ NO3
−

NaNO3

Water

10 km handcycling 

time trial

No relative differences 

in performance

with ingestion of BRJ or 

NaNO3.

Inadequate blinding

Behrens et al. (7)
Untrained men and women 

w/ obesity (n = 16)

BRJ w/ NO3
−

BRJ w/o NO3
−

NaNO3

No supplementation

Moderate and intense 

cycling

for 3 min and to 

exhaustion, 

respectively

BRJ significantly 

reduced VO2 during 

moderate and increased 

TTE during intense 

exercise, but NIT did 

not.

Amount of NO3
− in BRJ 

not measured

Clifford et al. (8)
Recreationally active men 

(n = 10/group)

BRJ w/ NO3
−

NaNO3

Isoenergetic placebo

100 drop jumps from 

0.6 m

BRJ group showed 

improved PPT, no 

group differences in 

inflammatory markers.

Cross-sectional design

Thompson et al. (9)
Recreationally active men 

and women (n = 10/group)

BRJ w/ NO3
−

KNO3

No supplementation

4 wk. sprint interval 

training

Improved with BRJ, no 

significant improvement 

with KNO3.

Cross-sectional design

PPT, pressure pain threshold; TTE, time to exhaustion.
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due to differences in NO3
− dose, this implies that other compounds in 

BRJ must exert beneficial physiological effects. Furthermore, as 
indicated previously such chemicals would have to be  acting in 
synergy with NO3

−, since NO3
−-free BRJ is seemingly without 

biological activity (17, unpublished observations). It is not entirely 
clear, however, what these putative component(s) of BRJ might be or 
precisely how they might act.

In addition to being high in NO3
−, BRJ contains a variety of 

other nutrients, including ascorbic acid, K+, Mg+, folic acid, biotin, 
etc. (17, 30). Like many other plant foods, BRJ is also rich in 
polyphenolic compounds, including betacyanins, especially betanin 
(30, 31). The co-ingestion of the latter biomolecules with ascorbic 
acid could facilitate NO synthesis via enhanced reduction of NO3

− 
and/or NO2

− in the mouth or gut (32–34). However, in the studies 
described above differences in plasma and/or salivary NO2

− 
following BRJ or NIT intake have generally paralleled differences in 
NO3

− (5–7, 9) [Clifford et al. (8) only measured the sum of NO3
− and 

NO2
−]. Furthermore, based on meta-analysis of the literature Siervo 

et al. (35, 36) have concluded that BRJ and NIT have comparable 
effects on blood pressure, perhaps the hallmark indicator of NO 
bioavailability. Differences in NO production itself from equimolar 
doses of NO3

− provided as BRJ or NIT therefore seem unlikely to 
explain the reportedly greater beneficial effects of BRJ on 
exercise responses.

Alternatively, rather than increasing NO production per se the 
rich concentration of polyphenols and other antioxidants in BRJ (37) 
could act in concert with any NO that is produced, either by 
prolonging NO bioavailability and/or by protecting cellular machinery 
from other reactive nitrogen and/or oxygen species. However, 
numerous studies to date have failed to reveal any influence of either 
acute or repeated BRJ intake on markers of oxidative stress in various 
populations (38–43). For example, we recently determined the effects 
of daily ingestion of either NO3

−-containing or NO3
−-free BRJ for 2 

wk on plasma 8-hydroxydeoxyguanosine (8-OHdG), protein 
carbonyls (PCs), and 4-hydroxynonenal (4-HNE), markers of 
oxidative damage to DNA/RNA, proteins/amino acids, and lipids, 
respectively, in 65–79 y old men and women (43). No significant 
changes were observed (Figure 1). Although such results do not rule 
out a reduction in oxidative stress at the tissue level, such findings do 
not support the hypothesis that BRJ is more effective than NIT due to 
its antioxidant properties.

Summary/conclusions/
recommendations for future research

As summarized above, there are suggestions in the literature that 
BRJ may be superior to NIT in improving exercise-related outcomes. 
It is hard to make a convincing case for this hypothesis, however, due 
to the small number and the limitations of the studies that have been 
performed. More direct, head-to-head comparisons will therefore 
be required to definitively answer this question. To that end, we offer 
the following recommendations for any subsequent research in 
this area:

 1 For any valid conclusions to be drawn, the amount of NO3
− in 

the BRJ and NIT supplements used must be directly measured 
and carefully matched. Given the wide variability in 

NO3
− content between different sources/lots of BRJ (23), it is 

not sufficient to simply rely on manufacturer’s claims [e.g., (7)].
 2 Future studies should do a better job of blinding participants 

to the supplement being tested. For BRJ, this means comparing 
the effects of NO3

−-containing to NO3
−-free BRJ, whereas for 

NIT, this implies comparing, e.g., NaNO3 to a NaCl solution, 
and not to plain water [e.g., (5, 6)]. Blinding participants as to 
whether they are receiving BRJ or NIT is obviously more 
problematic, but food coloring, artificial flavoring, thickening 
agents, etc. could be  used to help mask differences 
between beverages.

 3 Since it is probably not possible to completely blind participants 
to differences between treatments, further research should 
initially be  focused on highly reproducible physiological 
outcomes (e.g., VO2 during submaximal exercise) and not 
performance. If physiological responses do not differ between 
BRJ and NIT, there is less rationale to pursue further studies to 
determine possible functional differences.

FIGURE 1

Effect of 2 wk. of daily supplementation with beetroot juice (BRJ) 
with or without nitrate (NO3

−) on plasma markers of oxidative stress 
in 65–79 y old men and women (n  =  16). 8-OHdG, 
8-hydroxydeoxyguanosine. PCs, protein carbonyls. 4-HNE, 
4-hydroxynonenal. No significant changes were observed. Data are 
redrawn from Zoughaib et al. (43).
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 4 Nonetheless, given that performance is often the key parameter 
of interest, researchers should consider the use of involuntary 
exercise, i.e., electrical stimulation protocols, as a way of 
circumventing possible differences in participant expectations/
motivation between treatments.

Although the topic of this mini-review may seem like a trivial 
question, there are significant limitations to BRJ as a source of NO3

−. 
These include issues related to cost, palatability, portability, and high 
levels of K+ and oxalate, the latter of which may preclude its use by 
persons with compromised renal function, e.g., the elderly, patients 
with heart failure. Ironically, such individuals may be the most likely 
to benefit from supplementation with NO3

−, which can be considered 
a conditionally essential nutrient (44). Thus, it is important to 
determine whether BRJ is in fact superior to NIT for improving 
exercise responses. Additional studies in this area might also reveal 
new mechanisms or pathways by which BRJ exerts its biological 
effects, which could be exploited by, e.g., development of new drugs. 
Further research is therefore required to determine whether there is 
indeed more to the story of BRJ than just NO3

−.
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